Nursery

Week Beginning
Monday 4th May 2020

ENGLISH TASKS FOR THIS WEEK

OTHER SUBJECT TASKS

Complete the
Shape Hunt Activity set on Seesaw

Learn the letter k sound.
Listen to the Jolly Phonics rhyme (3min05secs –
3min28secs) which goes with the k sound on Youtube
and join in with the action
Play ‘I Spy’ - how many things can you find that begin
with k in your house?

Expressive Arts and Design
Make a picture frame out of four pieces of
spaghetti on a piece of white paper and then make
a picture using leaves, petals, berries etc.

Tuesday

DAY

Tin Can Alley Game – collect 10 of the same size
tins, cover them in paper, write numbers 1-10 on
them and then stack them up and see how many tin
cans you can knock down with a ball. Can you
record your scores with a tally chart?

Rainbow Name Write Activity set on Seesaw.
Please encourage your child to only use a capital letter
for the start of their name.

Understanding the World
Watch Life Cycle of a Frog PowerPoint

Play ‘Monkey Ten’ game: Yell “Monkey 10, 9, 8…”
and count down to zero as you move like monkeys
(bonus points for monkey noises). When you get to
zero your child chooses a new animal to act out
“Zebra 10, 9, 8…” and everyone takes turns to lead.

Learn how to write k using the Read, Write Ink sheet in
your home learning pack (down the kangaroo’s body,
tail and leg). Complete letter K formation worksheet
(attached)

Understanding the World
Complete Pages 2 and 3
of Lifecycle of a Frog worksheet
The pictures you need are on Page 4.

Thread Cheerio’s onto spaghetti or a wooden or
metal cake skewer. Count them as you are putting
them on and then eat them! This is also a fine motor
task.

Go for a walk and draw a rough map of where you went.
Chat it through as you draw “We passed the school, then
where did we go?” Follow their instructions and/or let
them take over the drawings as you chat. It is not about
being accurate; it is about sharing the experience.

Understanding the World
Expressive Arts and Design
Colour in a Union Jack flag for VE Day
celebrations

Log on to Education City –
Subjects > Mathematics > F1>Activities>Counting
Bugs/Sten by Ten/Bottle Alley

Pronunciation guide for initial sounds:
Oxford Owl Video
Your child will enjoy watching this short video.

Expressive Arts and Design
Sing the song Ten Green Bottles

Friday

Thursday

Monday

MATHEMATICS

Wednesday

Hello Nursery, thank you for a great week of home school learning last week. You are posting your pictures of your learning for me to see on Seesaw and I love the effort and
creativity that is going in to it, keep it up! I will be posting a phonics video weekly on Seesaw and storytelling videos, so please keep logging on to have a look. All the
activities that I am posting on Seesaw, I will put on to this plan as well. Happy learning!

